Software Engineer, Server
The Role:
You will design and implement high-performance RESTful web services serving tens of millions requests a day with a group of enthusiastic engineers. You will build infrastructure crucial to our frontend and backend applications. You will help Musely scale to the next 20 million users and beyond.

Responsibilities:
• Develop prototypes quickly.
• Write server-side code for scalable web-based applications.
• Design, implement, and maintain new features in Musely's backend services.
• Work in areas outside of your usual comfort zone and get things done quickly

About Our Company:
Want to join one of the hottest mobile/social startup at the heart of the Silicon Valley? Tired of the traffic conditions in San Francisco and Palo Alto? Join Musely in the Sunnyvale/Santa Clara area! Located minutes away from the Lawrence CalTrain station, you will also have access to 100+ restaurants and bars in the Downtown area of both Mountain View and Sunnyvale.

Musely is a mobile social app that enables women to discover Tips, Products & Routines to live healthy and green. Women can discover and purchase green products through trusted Muses, who share tips and information on products they use and care about. Publicly launched in March 2014, Musely now has over 20 million users and is the fastest growing, most engaging community since Instagram and Pinterest. Musely is led by a four time successful serial entrepreneur with $26 million in funding. Similar to Uber and Airbnb, the Musely team has been working on a vision to disrupt a $200 billion legacy industry with the latest smart technology and business models.

Minimum qualifications:
• Prior startup experience strongly desired
• Programming experience in Java or C++
• Experience in server application development
• BA/BS/MS in Engineering, Computer Science, or other quantitative field